The author recalls his own 14 year long encounter with Professor Gordon Globus, who has created and honed a uniquely existential theory of dissipative thermofield neurodynamics. Evolution of the author's ideas about quantum aspects of the brain's mental function is linked to the influence of Professor Globus as an inspiring role model and supportive mentor.
1 I first encountered the profound thinking of Gordon Globus, Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry and Philosophy at the University of California Irvine, in 1997, when I read his paper on cybernetic aspects of quantum consciousness (Globus, 1995) . The highly original and deeply searching value of his exposition was immediately apparent to me. Soon thereafter I initiated email contact with him.
There ensued a face-to-face meeting between us in San Diego at a conference of psychiatrists and philosophers on pathologies of consciousness. I delivered one of many brief presentations, but two keynote addresses by speakers with much more academic gravitas were given. One of the keynote presenters was Patricia Churchland, with whose perspectives I had long emphatically disagreed.
The other was Professor Globus, whose talk bore the intriguing title, "Consciousness Under Erasure." The substance of his discourse on that topic proved to me the very soul of authenticity. We spoke to each other after his lecture, discovered much in common, and eventually arranged for me to spend five days as a guest at his vacation retreat in the redwood country near Mendocino.
Professor Gordon Globus
My stay there was a turning point in my worldview. Mornings were spent gloriously hiking in unspoiled conifer forests; afternoons were devoted to intense discussions of papers on thermofield neurodynamics, marrying dissipative thermodynamics and quantum field theory to an understanding of the brain; evenings were set aside for wine amid the hummingbirds and continued conversation over leisurely dinners. In later years we would develop our initial dialogue through more exchanges over the internet and during my visits, hospitably hosted by Professor Globus, at his principle home in Laguna Beach.
I, though almost twenty years his junior, was, like Professor Globus, a psychiatrist with quantum neurophilosophical interests. In 1994 I had published a book attempting to adapt some formal properties of gauge fields in order to characterize the intrinsic "curvature" of phenomenological intentionality in metaneurodynamical terms. However, by 1997 my own perspectives remained limited by geometrically reified and methodologically Husserlian assumptions. Exposure to astonishing, deep, and yet fluid ideas by Professor Globus would help open my eyes to less geometrically schematic and more phenomenologically de-centered alternatives linking the dissipative thermofield physics of Umezawa, Jibu, Yasue, and Vitiello with the existential subjectivity of Heidegger. This last leap, from thermofield neurophysics to Dasein's brain, subsequently elaborated in his books on the subject (Globus, 2003; Globus, 2009) , was the singular insight of Professor Globus, whom I therefore owe a unique debt of gratitude. The consequently widening conceptual panorama happily led me to an eventual engagement with local symmetry breaking and post-classical phase transitions as a potential modeling tool for understanding the alienated subjectivity of mental illness.
Professor (Globus, 2010) . The implications of this elegant new perspective are still being worked out with great promise and may be further elaborated at a planned live QPP conference in Italy this coming March.
There are, of course, a few differences between the concepts pioneered by Professor Globus and my own mature writings. Principle among these is the issue of gravitation and Penrose's non-computational reduction, which I consider potentially crucial to the mind-brain nexus, but whose role in thermofield theory remains an open question. Nevertheless, I will always look to the liberating vistas that Professor Globus has so kindly, brilliantly, and unselfishly showed me as the main beacon of enlightenment in my continuing search for an ever more refined quantum neurophenomenology.
